SYSTEM 4700 GENEÒ®
Tilt-Turn, Hopper, Fixed Windows

The GENEÒ window design is for the eco-conscious home or building owner serious about energy efficiency. Our innovative, high-tech RAU-FIPRO™ material and unique profile design takes REHAU tilt-turn technology to its highest levels of strength and thermal performance, while the 40% lighter profile reduces transportation and installation costs. This system is offered in white and can be laminated with solid color or woodgrain foils.

1. RAU-FIPRO profile core
   Ensures excellent stability and torsional rigidity making it possible to build larger windows without steel reinforcement

2. Six-chambered frame
   Provides unmatched thermal insulation, to the level of German Passivhaus standards

3. Innovative compression-seal technology
   Reduces closing pressure significantly, making window operation easy and extending the service life

4. Multiple locking points surrounding the sash
   Provide extra security, tighter seal and greater comfort

5. Integrated reinforcement system with screw bosses
   Allows highest installation stability and security

6. 2 3/32" (53 mm) glazing channel
   Accommodates triple glazing, increasing both thermal and acoustical insulation

Performance Summary
- Structural: up to CW-PG70
- Acoustical: up to 45 dB
- Thermal: down to 0.13*

* based on simulation